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Take ALLDATA right to the vehicle for 
OEM information, verified repairs, and 
basic diagnostics

ALLDATA MOBILE®

Simplifies the creation of estimates, 
repair orders, and invoices – essential 
to every shop’s workflow

ALLDATA SHOP MANAGER®

Turns any tablet into a professional-
level scan tool with unlimited vehicle-
wide scans

Scan Tool
ALLDATA DIAGNOSTICS®

Unedited OEM information in a 
universal format, used by more pros 
than any other system

ALLDATA REPAIR®
ALLDATA COLLISION®

Our format is the same for every manufacturer, so it’s easy to learn
and simple to navigate

ALLDATA publishes more data, more frequently, and covers 95% of 
vehicles on the road today

Students learn using the same tools the pros use – more shops choose 
ALLDATA for their OEM repair information than any other provider

Why choose ALLDATA? 

ALLDATA offers integrated software solutions and teaching resources 
essential to CTE programs
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More than 2,000 schools incorporate ALLDATA in their curriculum, 
including high schools, community/junior colleges, and technical schools.

ALLDATA’s CAIS program tests students and shop technicians on the 
skills and knowledge needed to use ALLDATA Repair and ALLDATA 
Collision at a professional level.

Driving Students to Succeed as Certified 
Automotive Information Specialists (CAIS)

CAIS CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

FREE with educational subscriptions to ALLDATA Repair®, ALLDATA 
Collision® and ALLDATA Shop Manager®

100% aligned with the ASE Standards Guide format, using the same task 
names and numbers

Developed in partnership with ASE Education Foundation

Now automotive career and technical education (CTE) programs can easily create 
curriculum that integrates ALLDATA’s unedited OEM repair information and meets ASE 
Education Foundation accreditation standards.

INSTRUCTOR TOOLKIT
NEW


